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62:29 Symphony Of Destruction - 3,841,108 Favorites Symphony Of Destruction - 3,841,108 Favorites Symphony Of Destruction - 3,841,108 Favorites Symphony Of Destruction - 3,841,108 Favorites The official music video for the song "Symphony Of Destruction" by Megadeth, from the album "Breadline EP" All Access and Password to No Rights
RIAA Files - Pandora - Download All Access and Password to No Rights RIAA Files - Pandora - Download Watch the official music video for “Symphony Of Destruction” by Megadeth, taken from the album, Justice, out on January 29th, 2013 (listen to the song here: Stream more music from Justice here: Hear “The Right to Go Insane” here: -----Subscribe
to our channel for more official music videos and interviews!------ Website: Battle Of Los Angeles - Megadeth - Symphony Of Destruction (Official Music Video) Battle Of Los Angeles Megadeth - SymphonyOfDestruction (Official MusicVideo) This is a live version of Megadeth's "SymphonyOfDestruction" off of Megadeth's third album "Youthanasia",

originally released in July 1990. The track was premiered live in Tokyo, Japan on March 7, 1990 and was included on "Symphony Of Destruction" on July 23, 1990. This version was used as part of the opening montage during the opening credits of the 1995 TV series Walker, Texas Ranger and later appeared on the soundtrack album. Megadeth - Symphony
Of Destruction Lyrics The official music video for "Symphony Of Destruction" by Megadeth, from the
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megadeth symphony of destruction sefsymphony of destruction symphony of destruction by megadeth 664293 Like to Download 2017 Ola On Call EP Symphony Of Destruction By Megadeth Lyrics: Bring me a bottle of the C&C and some sushi fingers I wanna hear the riffs that shook the floorboards in Buenos Aires And if you want a taste of metal
disease I'll ride with you into the sunset Oh the sun has finally rose again The day of rest is finally over and it's time to face the music For there is no more pretending The world has its eyes wide open and everyone knows they've got a perfect set of keys And if you want a taste of metal disease I'll ride with you into the sunset I've been waiting all this time for
a day like this I've been getting my strength back but it's slow To tell you the truth The memories are only half as sweet as they used to be So I've got a lot more to write Before I finally decide And if you want a taste of metal disease I'll ride with you into the sunset I hear the violins are gone The chords are heavy and for sure they sound real The vistas have
changed The sky has changed the ocean's boundless waters I can't wait to feel the music And feel the music in me And if you want a taste of metal disease I'll ride with you into the sunset Where do we go from here? Is it just a matter of stopping all the clocks? Or is there still time to change? Is there something in your eyes? And if you want a taste of metal
disease I'll ride with you into the sunset Can you forgive my hate? You know I'm only human Can you believe I'm only human And if you want a taste of metal disease I'll ride with you into the sunset Sponsored Links Thanks for your support! :-) Featured Music Comments Knock 'em dead! Wow! this is my favorite song.. I also like the last verse... knock 'em
dead, knock 'em dead, knock 'em dead It's just a matter of knocking 'em all dead 'Cause I am the ultimate and you're just a guy 2d92ce491b
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